
NVIDIA GRID™
Deliver accelerated virtual desktops to any user, anywhere

VIRTUALIZE ANY DESKTOP APPLICATION
Bring the power of virtualization to the users who need it to be their most productive. GRID technology ensures 
complete virtual application compatibility, meaning any application that can run in a physical desktop can run in a 
virtual desktop. Organizations can now expand their virtualization footprint without compromise.

ENHANCE THE USER EXPERIENCE
Deliver accelerated virtual desktops, along with a superior user experience, on even the thinnest notebooks. Because 
data and applications are housed side by side in the data center, users are able to realize enhanced performance, 
productivity, and collaboration.

PROTECT YOUR DATA
GRID technology helps you protect your most valuable data, keeping it secure in the data center while providing just 
the right level of access to users. Keep your corporate intellectual property safe while also boosting productivity across 
the enterprise.

To learn more.  www.nvidia.com/grid
Take the test drive today to see how NVIDIA GRID 
can accelerate your virtual desktop experience. 
www.nvidia.com/trygrid
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